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Reviews on crosley washing machines

How do I know I can trust these reviews about Whirlpool washing machines? How do I know I can trust these reviews on Whirlpool? 2,489,570 reviews about ConsumerAffairs are verified. We require contact information to ensure that our reviewers are real. We use intelligent software that helps us maintain the integrity of our feedback. Our moderators read
all the reviews to check the quality and usefulness. For more information about ConsumerAffairs.com visit our FAQ. Robert of Burlingame, CA Verified Reviewer Original review: May 22, 2020Boil is reliable, does not take forever to do the load, it is quite silent. It has sufficient possibilities, depending on the size of the load. Additional options include setting the
time, selecting warm, cold or warm/cold water settings. Due to the load of light and medium it extracts almost all the water; for heavier loads, the additional dry back performs the work. In the whole year that we have had it, it requires only one service to call. The maintenance man told us that this model is the best in the series, and he recommends that we
hang on to it as long as possible. We're very excited. Edwin from Livermore, CA Verified Reviewer Original Review: May 21, 2020We use whirlpool washing machine and this is the one that came with this apartment if we were our employers. My parents had a Whirlpool Washing Machine as well and they didn't have any problems because I've known that
they use Whirlpool. The whirlpool that we use has been very reliable over the last 3 years we've been using it. No problem! Clothes come out clean, so it does it work! This is the top loading washing machine, not the newer front loading ones. I did not use the front loading washing machine, so I do not know how it compares to them. Our Whirlpool settings are
basic and very easy to use. (If you know what you're doing, of course). Cha! Reliable is the word for Whirlpool! Cynthia Las Vegas, NV Approved Reviewer Original Review: May 15, 2020We've had a whirlpool washing and dryer for more than 8 years. The only thing we did that during that time was to give it a tune up. It was done by a friend and took only half
an hour. I don't know exactly what he did with it, but the tune up didn't need any parts. In fact, when my friend was finished with her version of tune up, it was as if it was a turbo-charged and our clothes went cleaner than ever. The washer works quietly as far as washers go, and capacity, washing options, etc. is perfect for a washer that gets a ton of use.
Martha of Simpsonville, SC Verified Reviewer Original Review: May 14, 2020We bought our Whirlpool Cabrio Platinum top loading high performance machine Model February. It cleans well and is easy to choose water temp, rotation speed, etc. It's easy to load, but because I'm short, I find it hard to achieve stuff at at Bath. We need feces. Cha. In the 5 years
that I own, I don't need any kind of service to be done on it. Very reliable. I've had whirlpool washers and dryers before and my success with them is why I've gotten the kit I have now. And so far, so good. Very recommend.R. from Boynton Beach, FL Verified Reviewer Original Review: November 18, 2019We recently bought a Whirlpool front loader,
although reviews keep mini molds and scents. I discovered that there was a buildup of water in the soap dispenser, so after each load I removed, cleaned and dried soap dispenser. The machine does a great job of cleaning clothes and I followed other suggestions for cleaning the drum from time to time. By the way, I bought my own machine lowe's from
scratch and dent the department and a little bargaining, I paid half the price! Good deal and so far, good machine. Good luck and do not forget to remove and empty the water from the soap dispenser! Stacey of Staten Island, NY Verified Reviewer Original Review: Nov. 2, 2020If I could give any stars I would like. I have a Whirlpool Cabrio, which I bought only
2 years ago. I'm on my 3rd service call. They changed my board after only 1 year having it and now 2years later it's the same error message (F6E2) board again. Without this problem the machine is horrible! Each load must be carried out in deep-sea mode or your clothes will go out with dry places. Forget about darkness - they come out with lint and soap
remnants all over them. So in the dark you have to use an extra rinsing cycle, but still clothes come out with lint all over them. Washing turned into a nightmare for me. And the clothes are not clean. If I don't spray and scrub any stains, the clothes come out with stains still on them. Dirty white socks come out dirty, even with bleach I don't use warm water on
my clothes because it shrinks them and I don't put all my clothes in the dryer because it shrinks them. So I keep using lint rolls as crazy on all my darkness. And although the machine is very large I was told to never put much washing into it because nothing will be clean. So now I have to do more loads to wash. Doing laundry turned into work, a terrific job
that lasts for hours. So now I have to use deep water, extra rinsing and lower loads to make the opposite as it's energy efficient - it's not, it's effective. I do more to wash and use more water. I use liquid HE detergent as they said. I clean the washer when it lights up to clean it up. I don't know what else to do. I just called whirlpool about all this and my second
board was broke in 2 yrs and they don't stand by their products. I just have to keep getting it fixed through my extended warranty company. Thank God I bought an extended warranty. I never buy whirlpool again! Do not buy this washerage if it is still it's the worst. Even if cabrio is not (which I do not see on my site) I still wouldn't buy whirlpool. They should
replace my car with another one at this point. Not that I want another whirlpool, but at least I have a car that works. This machine completely stopped working after the error code, so now I do not have a machine for 4 days. I look forward to my extended warranty back to me and then I have to make an appointment for the device company to come and fix it.
It's crazy. All these days and I can not make laundry. This is unacceptable! Read the full review by Judy Paulding, OH Verified Reviewer Original Review: Oct. 20, 2020Console went badly after just 2 years. You have to pay $400.00 to replace it. It's a known problem, my device guy told me. This should be remembered, but they want you to pay for it. Then it
takes 6 weeks to get out of China. I finished with Whirlpool products. Ronald of Hillsboro, MO Verified Reviewer Original review: Oct. 15, 2020My best advice is save your money. Ronald of Hillsboro, MO Verified Reviewer Original Review: Oct. 15, 2020 My best advice is to save your money. It is better to wash with your hands. I bought a new RV that had a
Whirlpool washing machine. Used twice and now it does not work. Whirlpool parts are ordered until the next month or more. I asked for a change and they said sorry, our warranty only includes repairs. We're not going to change it. WOW What CRAPPY Company. Dont even me started out how many times you have to call your customer service to even
speak to everyone. I'm on my 28th call, their detainee keeps hanging on you, or just saying sorry we're busy, and then stuck on you. There's no room for a message or something, just Bye! If anyone ever took my advice, I hope it's her. DONT buy Whirlpool.Maluleke from Durban, Other Check Out Reviewer Original review: October 12, 2020Perfect wash,
nice and clean washing results. But in the end it vibrates and sounds like a train and moves uncontrollably. It happened 3months into it and I was told that the floor is straight, the next thing I was told to replace bearings. Prasenjit other, other check reviewer approved buyer original review: Oct. 8, 2020 I bought a top load of 6.2kg washing machine 3 months
ago. But now almost all plastic parts have cracks. When I asked for a change they said that plastic parts are not covered by warranty. Another washing machine is one modern convenience that would be difficult to live without. If yours is on the last leg or is no longer effective enough or big enough to meet your family's needs, it may be time to start shopping
for a newer model. Washing machines are designed differently to be able to live differently. Size, brand and settings are all important factors to consider before choosing the most suitable one for you. The best washing machine overallThis front load, fingerprint-resistant smart washers offer many bells and whistles at a price. One of the most notable features
is its addwash access doors, doors, You add items as big as a bath towel when the cycle has already started without a break cycle. Choose from 14 washing cycles, five speeds of rotation and five temperature settings to clean your clothes as quickly and efficiently as possible. Price: $1,099Where to buy: Best BuyAdditional features: Self-clean
technologyRole lockConnects to your smartphoneSnow Best BuyBest washing machine for under $1,000This model boasts a spacious 5.0 cubic foot capacity, perfect for larger loads. It also includes vibration reduction technology to reduce noise, as well as 11 predefined washing cycles and a diamond drum design that is gently designed for clothes. Price:
$630Where to buy: Best BuyAdditional features: Self-cleaning technologyEnergy Star certifiedConnects to your smartphoneShop is now Best BuyBest washing machine for large familiesIt's mega-sized front load washer perfect for large families with lots of washing. TurboWash technology saves you a whopping 30 minutes for a load, plus you can customize
a king-sized blanket and more one to wash. This model is equipped with steam and disinfection capabilities, speed cycle for fast loads and super clean cycle for the most difficult spots. Price: $1,100Where to buy: Home DepotAdditional features: Connecting to your smartphoneEnergy Star certified Elk and angled door for easy loading and unloadingSpy now
home depotBest stackable washing machineThis best rated stackable washer is compact, but offers an impressive 4.5 cubic feet capacity. It contains a steam cycle, an allergen cycle to remove up to 95% of allergens from your tissues, and a sanitize cycle that gets rid of 99.9% of bacteria. Price: $700Where to buy: Home DepotAdditional features: Energy
Star certifiedEasy tap-touch controls with cycle memoryDelay wash optionShop now home depotBest budget washing machine For under $400, this top loading washer provides basic features and washing cycles, but is one of the best rated for money. Its automatic load monitoring technology detects how much water is needed to clothing soil levels, helping
to save money on utility bills. It also has six temperature settings and a deep water washing cycle to make it easier for you to clean if you need it. Price: $397Where to buy: Home DepotAdditional features: Durable porcelain bathLate lid lock that allows you to toss extra items before the start of the cycleNesed high efficiency detergenthop now home depotBest
high-end washing machine If you are looking for top-of-the-line willpower with all the bells and whistles, this LG model is worth a look. With a massive 5.8 cubic feet capacity, high-pressure TurboWash technology and SmarThinQ compatibility, it takes hassle from a washing day. It is also TWINWash compatible, so you can LG SideKick pedestal washer to its
front load washers and deal with two loads at the same time. Price: $1,620Where $1,620Where Lowe's Additional Features: Connecting to your smartphoneDrum and door opening is tilted at an additional 10 degree angle for easy loading and unloading6Motion technology provides a revolutionary cleaning experiencePress now home depotData obtained in
January 2020. Prices are subject to change and should only be used as a general guide. The washing machine that suits you will depend on your individual situation and personal preferences. Ask yourself these questions to help you narrow down your search:How often am I washing? How many people are in my household? How much do I want to spend?
Which features are most important to me? Do I want a top loader or front loader? When you find out your budget and must-haves, compare multiple models that meet your criteria so you can choose the right one for you and your family. Your washing is an essential part of your home, so put some thought and research into the next purchase to make sure
your new device is all you expected to be. To select a list of the best washing machines, we conducted our independent research based on factors such as price, capacity, energy efficiency and additional features. We have also taken into account reviews of third-party products. Washing machines last on average from 10 to 15 years. It will depend on how
often you use it and how much wear and tear it endures. In general, front load washers are more expensive, but usually they ensure a more efficient cleaner. The best seasons to buy most of the major appliances are: in September and October, when new models are rolled outs for distance holiday weekends such as Labor Day, Remembrance Day and
Black FridayThis time next year Photo Andy Fitzsimon on Unlash Had this content useful to you? You?
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